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Approximation justified for very high energy-low x.



It has recently been observed that the ep deep inelastic scattering (DIS) data at low
x [1, 2] can be very economically described with the help of the saturation model [3].
In this model the QCD dipole picture of the interaction between the transversely (T) or
longitudinally (L) polarized virtual photon !! (emitted by the incident electron) and the
proton p was adopted. In this case the total !!p cross sections are given by [4, 5, 6]

"T,L(x, Q2) =
!

d2r
! 1

0
dz |!T,L(r, z, Q2)|2 "̂(r, x) , (1)

where !T,L is the wave function for the splitting of the virtual photon into a qq̄ pair
(dipole), and "̂ is the imaginary part of the forward scattering amplitude of the qq̄ dipole
on the proton, called the dipole cross section, which describes the interaction of the
dipole with the proton. In addition, r is the transverse separation of the quarks in the qq̄
pair, and z is the light-cone momentum fraction of the photon carried by the quark (or
antiquark). As usual, !Q2 is the photon virtuality and x is the Bjorken variable. The
cross section (1) has a clear physical interpretation in the proton rest frame in which the
qq̄ pair formation and a subsequent interaction with the proton are clearly separated in
time.

Let us recall that the standard DIS proton structure functions are related to "T,L by

FT,L(x, Q2) =
Q2

4#2$em
"T,L(x, Q2) , (2)

and F2 = FT + FL. The wave function of the virtual photon is given by the following
equations:
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where the sum is performed over quarks with flavour f , charge ef and mass mf , and

Q
2
f = z(1 ! z)Q2 + m2

f . (4)

The functions K0,1 are the Bessel–Mc Donald functions.

The main assumption of the saturation model concerns the saturation property of the
dipole cross section which is incorporated in the approach of ref. [3] as below:

"̂(x, r) = "0 g

%

r

R0(x)

&

. (5)

The function R0(x) with the dimension of length, called saturation radius, decreases with
decreasing x, while the normalization "0 is independent of x. When r̂ " r/R0(x) # $ the
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Geometric scaling
1) Property of the dipole cross section:

                   dipole cross section depends on a single variable

r Qs(x)

2) Property of the dipole formula for the total cross section: 
 rescale the integration variable        (neglecting the quark masses)r

function g(r̂) saturates to 1, so that !̂(x, r) ! !0. In the realization [3] of the saturation
model

g(r̂) = 1 " exp ("r̂2/4) . (6)

The fact that the dipole cross section (5) is limited by the energy independent cross section
!0 may be regarded as a unitarity bound. This reflects the fact that the small x increase
of DIS structure functions generated by pure DGLAP or linear BFKL evolution has to
be tamed by unitarization e!ects [7]-[19].

The characteristic feature of eq. (5) is its “geometric scaling”, i.e. !̂(x, r) only depends
on the dimensionless ratio r/R0(x), and its energy dependence is entirely driven by the
saturation radius R0(x). The scaling property of (5) with !0 independent of x resembles
geometric scaling of hadron-hadron scattering [20]. In the latter case the relevant quantity
is the scattering amplitude in the impact parameter representation G(b2, s), where b is
the impact parameter and s is the CM energy squared. The geometric scaling in this case
corresponds to the assumption that

G(b2, s) ! G(") , (7)

where " = b2/R2(s) with R(s) corresponding to the interaction radius which increases
with increasing energy. The analogy between scaling exhibited in hadron-hadron collisions
and in deep inelastic scattering should not be taken too literally. For example, the two
radii have di!erent physical interpretation, and moreover, they show completely di!erent
energy dependence since the saturation radius R0(x) decreases with increasing energy (for
x # Q2/s ! 0).

The assumption about the scaling property of the dipole cross section (5) has profound
consequences for the measured #!p cross section !!!p = !T + !L. If we neglect the quark
masses mf in the photon wave functions (3) we can rescale the dipole size r ! r/R0(x) in
eq. (1) such that the integration variables are dimensionless. Thus, after the integration
!!!p becomes a function of only one dimensionless variable $ = Q2R2

0(x), instead of x and
Q2 separately,

!!!p(x, Q2) = !!!p($) , (8)

where the scale for !!!p is provided by the dipole cross section normalization !0. The
non-zero light quark mass does not lead to a significant breaking of the scaling (8). Let us
emphasize again that the new scaling for !!!p, valid in the low x region, is obtained due
to the assumption that (5) depends on r and x through the dimensionless combination
r/R0(x). Following the discussion in [3] it is easy to show that with the realization (6)
we smoothly change the behaviour of (8),

!!!p $ !0 "! !!!p $ !0/$ , (9)

(modulo logarithmic modifications in $) when $ changes from small to large values, respec-
tively. The aim of this paper is to demonstrate that the DIS data do indeed approximately
exhibit the geometric scaling (8) with the property (9).
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Note that both conditions are necessary

! =
Q2

Q2
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!̂(x, r) = !0 g(r Qs(x))



Qualitative analysis from GBW model:
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of DIS structure functions generated by pure DGLAP or linear BFKL evolution has to
be tamed by unitarization e!ects [7]-[19].

The characteristic feature of eq. (5) is its “geometric scaling”, i.e. !̂(x, r) only depends
on the dimensionless ratio r/R0(x), and its energy dependence is entirely driven by the
saturation radius R0(x). The scaling property of (5) with !0 independent of x resembles
geometric scaling of hadron-hadron scattering [20]. In the latter case the relevant quantity
is the scattering amplitude in the impact parameter representation G(b2, s), where b is
the impact parameter and s is the CM energy squared. The geometric scaling in this case
corresponds to the assumption that

G(b2, s) ! G(") , (7)

where " = b2/R2(s) with R(s) corresponding to the interaction radius which increases
with increasing energy. The analogy between scaling exhibited in hadron-hadron collisions
and in deep inelastic scattering should not be taken too literally. For example, the two
radii have di!erent physical interpretation, and moreover, they show completely di!erent
energy dependence since the saturation radius R0(x) decreases with increasing energy (for
x # Q2/s ! 0).

The assumption about the scaling property of the dipole cross section (5) has profound
consequences for the measured #!p cross section !!!p = !T + !L. If we neglect the quark
masses mf in the photon wave functions (3) we can rescale the dipole size r ! r/R0(x) in
eq. (1) such that the integration variables are dimensionless. Thus, after the integration
!!!p becomes a function of only one dimensionless variable $ = Q2R2

0(x), instead of x and
Q2 separately,

!!!p(x, Q2) = !!!p($) , (8)

where the scale for !!!p is provided by the dipole cross section normalization !0. The
non-zero light quark mass does not lead to a significant breaking of the scaling (8). Let us
emphasize again that the new scaling for !!!p, valid in the low x region, is obtained due
to the assumption that (5) depends on r and x through the dimensionless combination
r/R0(x). Following the discussion in [3] it is easy to show that with the realization (6)
we smoothly change the behaviour of (8),

!!!p $ !0 "! !!!p $ !0/$ , (9)

(modulo logarithmic modifications in $) when $ changes from small to large values, respec-
tively. The aim of this paper is to demonstrate that the DIS data do indeed approximately
exhibit the geometric scaling (8) with the property (9).
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Region where scaling is nontrivial
(outside this region data are close in x and Q)

In each bin of scaling variable 
are data points  with different 

x and Q values

Scaling motivated by the GBW 
model + dipole picture.

Regularity observed in the data 
independently of the model.
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No scaling at large x,
as expected.
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Data indeed indicate nice regularity
 when plotted as a function of  ! =
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What is the dynamical origin of this  regularity?

Saturation physics provides explanation to  this 
scaling property built in the dipole cross section

!̂(x, r) = !0 g(r Qs(x))

If is not too large though, i.e. close to 
the saturation regime 

r Qs(x)
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 Why scaling works outside the regime of very low 
Q ? Q2 > Q2
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Boundary condition 

initial conditions. This way of providing the initial condi-

tions along the critical line Q2!Qs
2(x) rather than at Q2

!Q0
2 with x the independent reference scale Q0

2 is the char-

acteristic feature of the saturation effects !1".
The content of our paper is as follows. In the next section

we give a semianalytical insight into the solution of the DG-

LAP equation with the starting distributions provided along

the critical line. We study separately the fixed and running

coupling cases. In Sec. III we present a numerical analysis of

our solutions and finally in Sec. IV we give our conclusions.

II. SOLUTION OF THE DGLAP EQUATIONS FROM THE

STARTING DISTRIBUTIONS PROVIDED ALONG

THE CRITICAL LINE

We wish to understand the possible effects of the DGLAP

evolution on the geometric scaling at low x. This scaling

means that certain quantities controlling deep inelastic scat-

tering at low x, like the dipole-proton cross section #dp(x ,r

!1/Q) or the virtual photon-proton cross section #$*p ,

which are in principle functions of two variables, depend

upon the single variable Q/Qs(x). The saturation scale

Qs(x), which also specifies the critical line, increases with

decreasing x:

Qs
2%x &!Q0

2x"'. %3&

Let us assume these following.

%1& For Q2#Qs
2(x) the linear evolution is strongly per-

turbed by nonlinear effects which generate geometric scaling

for the dipole cross section #dp(x ,r!1/Q) and for related
quantities.

%2& Geometric scaling for the dipole cross section implies
geometric scaling for (s(Q

2)xg(x ,Q2)/Q2, where g(x ,Q2)

denotes the gluon distribution. This follows from the leading

order %LO& relation between the dipole cross section and the
gluon distribution, i.e., #(x ,r2))r2(s(1/r

2)xg(x ,1/r2).

%3& Geometric scaling for (s(Q
2)xg(x ,Q2)/Q2 holds at

the boundary Q2!Qs
2(x).

%4& For Q2$Qs
2(x) the nonlinear screening effects can be

neglected and evolution of parton densities is governed by

the DGLAP equations.

We wish to study possible effects of the DGLAP evolu-

tion upon the geometric scaling in the region Q2$Qs
2(x)

after solving the linear DGLAP evolution equations starting

from the gluon distribution satisfying this scaling and de-

fined along the critical line Qs
2(x) %see point 3 above&. We

shall discuss the fixed and running coupling cases separately.

A. Fixed coupling case

Let us consider the standard leading order evolution of the

gluon distribution xg(x ,Q2):

*xg%x ,Q2&

* ln%Q2/+2&
!

(s

2,!x
1dz

z
Pgg%z &xg%x/z ,Q2&, %4&

where, as usual, Pgg is the gluon-gluon splitting function.

For simplicity we have neglected possible contributions of

the quark distributions. In the moment space this equation

has the following form:

*g-%Q2&

*ln%Q2/+2&
!

(s

2,
$gg%-&g-%Q2&, %5&

where we have defined the Mellin transform to be

g-%Q2&!!
0

1

dxx-g%x ,Q2&, %6&

and the gluon anomalous dimension is defined as

$gg%-&!!
0

1

dzz-Pgg%z &. %7&

The solution of Eq. %5& is straightforward and given by

g-%Q2&!g0%-&"Q2

Q0
2# ((s/2,)$gg(-). %8&

We will now seek the equation for the moment function

g0(-) using the following initial condition:

(s

2,
xg„x ,Q2!Qs

2%x &…! (s

2,
r0x"', %9&

where Qs
2(x) is given by Eq. %3&. The parameter r0 specifies

the normalization of the gluon distribution along the critical

line. This boundary condition follows from the geometric

scaling condition of the dipole-proton cross section #dp(r

!1/Q ,x) which is proportional to (sxg(x ,Q
2)/Q2.

In order to find solution for g0(-) we use the inverse
Mellin transform

xg%x ,Q2&!
1

2,i! d-x"-g-%Q2&, %10&

FIG. 1. Phase diagram in (ln 1/x , lnQ/+) space. Thick line is the
critical line Q2!Qs

2(x) which divides the saturation scaling regime

%to the left& and the linear DGLAP regime %to the right&.
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line. This boundary condition follows from the geometric
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!1/Q ,x) which is proportional to (sxg(x ,Q
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tions along the critical line Q2!Qs
2(x) rather than at Q2

!Q0
2 with x the independent reference scale Q0

2 is the char-
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2(x) rather than at Q2
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2 with x the independent reference scale Q0

2 is the char-

acteristic feature of the saturation effects !1".
The content of our paper is as follows. In the next section

we give a semianalytical insight into the solution of the DG-

LAP equation with the starting distributions provided along

the critical line. We study separately the fixed and running

coupling cases. In Sec. III we present a numerical analysis of

our solutions and finally in Sec. IV we give our conclusions.
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DGLAP in Mellin space

Mellin tr. definitions

Anomalous dimension
Solution (fixed coupling)

where the integration contour should be located to the right

of the singularities of g!(Q
2) in the ! plane. Inserting in Eq.

"10# the DGLAP solution "8# for g!(Q
2), we get

xg"x ,Q2#!
1

2$i! d!x"!g0"!#"Q2

Q0
2# (%s/2$)&gg(!).

"11#

We now set Q2!Qs
2(x) with the saturation scale Qs

2(x) de-

fined by Eq. "3#, and require the geometric scaling initial
condition along the critical line Q2!Qs

2(x) 'see Eq. "9#(.
From Eqs. "3#, "9#, and "11# we get

1

2$i! d!g0"!#x"!")(%s/2$)&gg(!)!r0x"). "12#

This equation can be regarded as the equation for the func-

tion g0(!), i.e., for the moment of the gluon distribution at
the (x independent# scale Q0

2. In order to solve this equation

we take the moment of both sides of Eq. "12#, i.e. we inte-
grate both sides of this equation over dx for 0#x#1 with
the weight x!1"1 and get

1

2$i! d!
g0"!#

'!1"!")"%s/2$#&gg"!#(
!

r0

!1")
.

"13#

We now change the integration variables

z!!$)
%s

2$
&gg"!#, "14#

which after inversion specifies the function !(z). Equation
"13# in the new variable z then takes the following form:

1

2$i! dz
d!"z #

dz

g0„!"z #…
"!1"z #

!
r0

!1")
. "15#

We can easily perform the contour integration in Eq. "15#
and get

d!"z #

dz
$
z!!1

g0„!"z!!1#…! r0

!1")
. "16#

We still need to solve this equation for g0(!) and in order to
do this we write

!1!!$)
%s

2$
&gg"!#, "17#

and finally from Eq. "16# we obtain

g0"!#!%1$)
%s

2$

d&gg"!#

d! &
%

r0

'!$)"%s/2$#&gg"!#")(
, "18#

which defines the solution for g0(!).

In what follows it is convenient to use directly the rede-

fined function g̃0(z),

g̃0"z #*
d!"z #

dz
g0„!"z #…, "19#

where from Eq. "16# we see that

g̃0"z #!
r0

z")
. "20#

The solution of the DGLAP equation with the initial condi-

tion specified by Eq. "9# then reads

xg"x ,Q2#!
1

2$i! dzx"zg̃0"z #" Q2

Qs
2"x # # (%s /2$)&gg(!(z))

"21#

where the integration contour is located to the right of the

singularities of g̃0(z) and of !(z). If the leading singularity
is a pole of g̃0(z) at z!) then the leading contribution to

xg(x ,Q2) at small x is given by

xg"x ,Q2#'r0x")" Q2

Qs
2"x # # (%s /2$)&gg(!0)

, "22#

where

!0!!")#. "23#

It should be noted that !0 defines the position of the pole of

g0(!). In general we have !0+) . From Eq. "22# we get the
following leading small x behavior for the gluon density

(%s/2$)xg(x ,Q
2)/Q2:

%s

2$

xg"x ,Q2#

Q2 '
r0

Q0
2 " %s

2$ # " Q2

Qs
2"x # # (%s /2$)&gg(!0)"1

,

"24#

which respects the geometric scaling, i.e., is a function of

only one combined variable Q2/Qs
2(x). Violation of this

scaling by the contribution of the "branch point# singularity
of !(z) is a nonleading effect at low x.

The requirement that the pole of g̃0(z) at z!) is the

leading singularity imposes certain constraints upon ) . In
general they are difficult to find exactly since the inversion

of Eq. "14# cannot be performed analytically when using the
complete form of &gg(!). The analytic solution of Eq. "14#
is possible, however, in the double logarithmic approxima-

tion in which &gg(!)!&gg
DL(!), where

&gg
DL"!#!

2Nc

!
"25#

is the most singular in !!0 part of the gluon anomalous

dimension &gg(!). In this approximation we get

!"z #!
z$!z2"4%̄s)

2
, "26#
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singularities of g̃0(z) and of !(z). If the leading singularity
is a pole of g̃0(z) at z!) then the leading contribution to

xg(x ,Q2) at small x is given by

xg"x ,Q2#'r0x")" Q2

Qs
2"x # # (%s /2$)&gg(!0)

, "22#

where

!0!!")#. "23#

It should be noted that !0 defines the position of the pole of

g0(!). In general we have !0+) . From Eq. "22# we get the
following leading small x behavior for the gluon density

(%s/2$)xg(x ,Q
2)/Q2:
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2 " %s

2$ # " Q2

Qs
2"x # # (%s /2$)&gg(!0)"1

,

"24#

which respects the geometric scaling, i.e., is a function of

only one combined variable Q2/Qs
2(x). Violation of this

scaling by the contribution of the "branch point# singularity
of !(z) is a nonleading effect at low x.

The requirement that the pole of g̃0(z) at z!) is the

leading singularity imposes certain constraints upon ) . In
general they are difficult to find exactly since the inversion

of Eq. "14# cannot be performed analytically when using the
complete form of &gg(!). The analytic solution of Eq. "14#
is possible, however, in the double logarithmic approxima-

tion in which &gg(!)!&gg
DL(!), where

&gg
DL"!#!

2Nc

!
"25#

is the most singular in !!0 part of the gluon anomalous

dimension &gg(!). In this approximation we get

!"z #!
z$!z2"4%̄s)
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, "26#
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where the integration contour should be located to the right
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2) in the ! plane. Inserting in Eq.

"10# the DGLAP solution "8# for g!(Q
2), we get
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2# (%s/2$)&gg(!).
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We now set Q2!Qs
2(x) with the saturation scale Qs

2(x) de-

fined by Eq. "3#, and require the geometric scaling initial
condition along the critical line Q2!Qs

2(x) 'see Eq. "9#(.
From Eqs. "3#, "9#, and "11# we get
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2$i! d!g0"!#x"!")(%s/2$)&gg(!)!r0x"). "12#

This equation can be regarded as the equation for the func-

tion g0(!), i.e., for the moment of the gluon distribution at
the (x independent# scale Q0

2. In order to solve this equation

we take the moment of both sides of Eq. "12#, i.e. we inte-
grate both sides of this equation over dx for 0#x#1 with
the weight x!1"1 and get
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!
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is a pole of g̃0(z) at z!) then the leading contribution to
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which respects the geometric scaling, i.e., is a function of

only one combined variable Q2/Qs
2(x). Violation of this

scaling by the contribution of the "branch point# singularity
of !(z) is a nonleading effect at low x.

The requirement that the pole of g̃0(z) at z!) is the

leading singularity imposes certain constraints upon ) . In
general they are difficult to find exactly since the inversion

of Eq. "14# cannot be performed analytically when using the
complete form of &gg(!). The analytic solution of Eq. "14#
is possible, however, in the double logarithmic approxima-

tion in which &gg(!)!&gg
DL(!), where

&gg
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which defines the solution for g0(!).

In what follows it is convenient to use directly the rede-

fined function g̃0(z),
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where from Eq. "16# we see that
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The solution of the DGLAP equation with the initial condi-

tion specified by Eq. "9# then reads
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1
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2"x # # (%s /2$)&gg(!(z))
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where the integration contour is located to the right of the

singularities of g̃0(z) and of !(z). If the leading singularity
is a pole of g̃0(z) at z!) then the leading contribution to

xg(x ,Q2) at small x is given by
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where
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It should be noted that !0 defines the position of the pole of

g0(!). In general we have !0+) . From Eq. "22# we get the
following leading small x behavior for the gluon density
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2)/Q2:
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which respects the geometric scaling, i.e., is a function of

only one combined variable Q2/Qs
2(x). Violation of this

scaling by the contribution of the "branch point# singularity
of !(z) is a nonleading effect at low x.

The requirement that the pole of g̃0(z) at z!) is the

leading singularity imposes certain constraints upon ) . In
general they are difficult to find exactly since the inversion

of Eq. "14# cannot be performed analytically when using the
complete form of &gg(!). The analytic solution of Eq. "14#
is possible, however, in the double logarithmic approxima-

tion in which &gg(!)!&gg
DL(!), where

&gg
DL"!#!

2Nc

!
"25#

is the most singular in !!0 part of the gluon anomalous

dimension &gg(!). In this approximation we get
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We now set Q2!Qs
2(x) with the saturation scale Qs

2(x) de-

fined by Eq. "3#, and require the geometric scaling initial
condition along the critical line Q2!Qs
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From Eqs. "3#, "9#, and "11# we get
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This equation can be regarded as the equation for the func-

tion g0(!), i.e., for the moment of the gluon distribution at
the (x independent# scale Q0

2. In order to solve this equation

we take the moment of both sides of Eq. "12#, i.e. we inte-
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the weight x!1"1 and get
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We now change the integration variables
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which after inversion specifies the function !(z). Equation
"13# in the new variable z then takes the following form:
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We still need to solve this equation for g0(!) and in order to
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which defines the solution for g0(!).

In what follows it is convenient to use directly the rede-

fined function g̃0(z),
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where from Eq. "16# we see that
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where the integration contour is located to the right of the

singularities of g̃0(z) and of !(z). If the leading singularity
is a pole of g̃0(z) at z!) then the leading contribution to

xg(x ,Q2) at small x is given by
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2"x # # (%s /2$)&gg(!0)

, "22#

where
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It should be noted that !0 defines the position of the pole of

g0(!). In general we have !0+) . From Eq. "22# we get the
following leading small x behavior for the gluon density

(%s/2$)xg(x ,Q
2)/Q2:
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which respects the geometric scaling, i.e., is a function of

only one combined variable Q2/Qs
2(x). Violation of this

scaling by the contribution of the "branch point# singularity
of !(z) is a nonleading effect at low x.

The requirement that the pole of g̃0(z) at z!) is the

leading singularity imposes certain constraints upon ) . In
general they are difficult to find exactly since the inversion

of Eq. "14# cannot be performed analytically when using the
complete form of &gg(!). The analytic solution of Eq. "14#
is possible, however, in the double logarithmic approxima-

tion in which &gg(!)!&gg
DL(!), where

&gg
DL"!#!

2Nc

!
"25#

is the most singular in !!0 part of the gluon anomalous

dimension &gg(!). In this approximation we get
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where

!̄s!
Nc!s

"
. #27$

We also have

%0!
&"!&2#4!̄s&

2
. #28$

The condition that the pole of g̃0(z) at z!& is the leading

singularity, i.e. that it is located to the right of the branch-

point singularity of %(z) at z!2!!̄s& , gives the following
constraint upon the parameter &:

&'4!̄s . #29$

For &$4!̄s the leading singularity is the branch point of

%(z) at z!2!!̄s& and the geometric scaling becomes vio-

lated.

It may be interesting to confront our results for the fixed

coupling with the properties of the exact solution of the non-

linear Balitsky-Kovchegov equation (20). In this case geo-
metric scaling holds for Q2*Qs

2(x) and the nonlinear effects

can be neglected for Q2%Qs
2(x). The parameter & specifying

the critical line is, however, not an independent quantity and

depends upon the #fixed$ coupling !s . In the double loga-

rithmic approximation it is given by &!4!̄s . It follows from

Eq. #29$ that this is a limiting value of the parameter & for

the geometric scaling to hold asymptotically in the small x

limit and so for &!4!̄s we expect violation of this scaling

for Q2%Qs
2(x) down to very small values of x (20).

B. Running coupling case

We now pass to the more realistic case with running cou-

pling. In this case the evolution equation for the moment

function takes the form

+g%#Q2$

+ ln#Q2/,2$
!

!s#Q
2$

2"
-gg#%$g%#Q2$, #30$

where the running coupling in leading order is given by

!s#Q
2$

2"
!

b

ln#Q2/,2$
, #31$

with

b!
2

11#2/3Nf

, #32$

with Nf being the number of flavors. In this section we con-

sider only the gluonic channel and therefore we set Nf!0.
The solution of Eq. #30$ reads

g%#Q2$!g0#%$! ln#Q2/,2$

ln#Q0
2/,2$ " b-gg(%)

. #33$

From the above solution we obtain

!s#Q
2$

2"
g%#Q2$

!
!s#Q0

2$

2"
g0#%$! ln#Q2/,2$

ln#Q0
2/,2$ " b-gg(%)#1

, #34$

and so the result for the gluon distribution xg(x ,Q2) in x

space reads in this case

!s#Q
2$

2"
xg#x ,Q2$

!
1

2"i# d%x#% f 0#%$! ln#Q2/,2$

ln#Q0
2/,2$ " b-gg(%)#1

,

#35$

where

f 0#%$!
!s#Q0

2$

2"
g0#%$. #36$

We now impose the geometric scaling condition #9$ onto
this solution to get

1

2"i# d%x#% f 0#%$! 1"
& ln#1/x $

ln#Q0
2/,2$ " b-gg(%)#1

!r0x#&, #37$

which is an equation for f 0(%). Solution of this equation is
complicated, i.e., the exact solution generates a complicated

#branch point$ singularity of f 0(%) at %!& . The only obser-
vation which we can make is that it should generate x#&

behavior softened by inverse powers of ln(1/x). In order to

obtain some insight into what is going on we have to make

some approximations. To be precise let us make the approxi-

mation by setting %!& in the argument of -gg(%), which
gives

1

2"i# d%x#% f 0#%$

$! 1"
& ln#1/x $

ln#Q0
2/,2$ " #(b-gg(&)#1)

r0x#&. #38$

Making the same approximation in the inverse Mellin

transform #35$ we get the solution

!s#Q
2$

2"
xg#x ,Q2$$x#&r0! ln#Q2/,2$

ln#Q0
2/,2$ " b-gg(&)#1

&! 1"
& ln#1/x $

ln#Q0
2/,2$ " #(b-gg(&)#1)

.

#39$

Multiplying and dividing Q2 by Q0
2x#& we finally obtain
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Critical value of the saturation exponent:
determines the existence of scaling.

Example:in the DLLA approximation
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point singularity of %(z) at z!2!!̄s& , gives the following
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For &$4!̄s the leading singularity is the branch point of
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2(x) and the nonlinear effects

can be neglected for Q2%Qs
2(x). The parameter & specifying
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depends upon the #fixed$ coupling !s . In the double loga-

rithmic approximation it is given by &!4!̄s . It follows from

Eq. #29$ that this is a limiting value of the parameter & for

the geometric scaling to hold asymptotically in the small x

limit and so for &!4!̄s we expect violation of this scaling

for Q2%Qs
2(x) down to very small values of x (20).

B. Running coupling case

We now pass to the more realistic case with running cou-

pling. In this case the evolution equation for the moment

function takes the form
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where the running coupling in leading order is given by
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The solution of Eq. #30$ reads
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We now impose the geometric scaling condition #9$ onto
this solution to get

1
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& ln#1/x $

ln#Q0
2/,2$ " b-gg(%)#1
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which is an equation for f 0(%). Solution of this equation is
complicated, i.e., the exact solution generates a complicated

#branch point$ singularity of f 0(%) at %!& . The only obser-
vation which we can make is that it should generate x#&

behavior softened by inverse powers of ln(1/x). In order to

obtain some insight into what is going on we have to make

some approximations. To be precise let us make the approxi-

mation by setting %!& in the argument of -gg(%), which
gives

1
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Running coupling case
where
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We now pass to the more realistic case with running cou-

pling. In this case the evolution equation for the moment

function takes the form

+g%#Q2$

+ ln#Q2/,2$
!

!s#Q
2$

2"
-gg#%$g%#Q2$, #30$

where the running coupling in leading order is given by

!s#Q
2$

2"
!

b

ln#Q2/,2$
, #31$

with

b!
2

11#2/3Nf

, #32$

with Nf being the number of flavors. In this section we con-

sider only the gluonic channel and therefore we set Nf!0.
The solution of Eq. #30$ reads

g%#Q2$!g0#%$! ln#Q2/,2$

ln#Q0
2/,2$ " b-gg(%)

. #33$

From the above solution we obtain

!s#Q
2$

2"
g%#Q2$

!
!s#Q0

2$

2"
g0#%$! ln#Q2/,2$

ln#Q0
2/,2$ " b-gg(%)#1

, #34$

and so the result for the gluon distribution xg(x ,Q2) in x

space reads in this case

!s#Q
2$

2"
xg#x ,Q2$

!
1

2"i# d%x#% f 0#%$! ln#Q2/,2$

ln#Q0
2/,2$ " b-gg(%)#1

,

#35$

where

f 0#%$!
!s#Q0

2$

2"
g0#%$. #36$

We now impose the geometric scaling condition #9$ onto
this solution to get

1

2"i# d%x#% f 0#%$! 1"
& ln#1/x $

ln#Q0
2/,2$ " b-gg(%)#1

!r0x#&, #37$

which is an equation for f 0(%). Solution of this equation is
complicated, i.e., the exact solution generates a complicated

#branch point$ singularity of f 0(%) at %!& . The only obser-
vation which we can make is that it should generate x#&

behavior softened by inverse powers of ln(1/x). In order to

obtain some insight into what is going on we have to make

some approximations. To be precise let us make the approxi-

mation by setting %!& in the argument of -gg(%), which
gives

1

2"i# d%x#% f 0#%$

$! 1"
& ln#1/x $

ln#Q0
2/,2$ " #(b-gg(&)#1)

r0x#&. #38$

Making the same approximation in the inverse Mellin

transform #35$ we get the solution

!s#Q
2$

2"
xg#x ,Q2$$x#&r0! ln#Q2/,2$

ln#Q0
2/,2$ " b-gg(&)#1

&! 1"
& ln#1/x $

ln#Q0
2/,2$ " #(b-gg(&)#1)

.

#39$

Multiplying and dividing Q2 by Q0
2x#& we finally obtain
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where

!̄s!
Nc!s

"
. #27$

We also have

%0!
&"!&2#4!̄s&

2
. #28$

The condition that the pole of g̃0(z) at z!& is the leading

singularity, i.e. that it is located to the right of the branch-

point singularity of %(z) at z!2!!̄s& , gives the following
constraint upon the parameter &:

&'4!̄s . #29$

For &$4!̄s the leading singularity is the branch point of

%(z) at z!2!!̄s& and the geometric scaling becomes vio-

lated.

It may be interesting to confront our results for the fixed

coupling with the properties of the exact solution of the non-

linear Balitsky-Kovchegov equation (20). In this case geo-
metric scaling holds for Q2*Qs

2(x) and the nonlinear effects

can be neglected for Q2%Qs
2(x). The parameter & specifying

the critical line is, however, not an independent quantity and
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1
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ln#Q0
2/,2$ " b-gg(%)#1
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which is an equation for f 0(%). Solution of this equation is
complicated, i.e., the exact solution generates a complicated

#branch point$ singularity of f 0(%) at %!& . The only obser-
vation which we can make is that it should generate x#&

behavior softened by inverse powers of ln(1/x). In order to

obtain some insight into what is going on we have to make

some approximations. To be precise let us make the approxi-

mation by setting %!& in the argument of -gg(%), which
gives

1
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Mellin representation



Running coupling case
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The condition that the pole of g̃0(z) at z!& is the leading

singularity, i.e. that it is located to the right of the branch-

point singularity of %(z) at z!2!!̄s& , gives the following
constraint upon the parameter &:

&'4!̄s . #29$

For &$4!̄s the leading singularity is the branch point of

%(z) at z!2!!̄s& and the geometric scaling becomes vio-

lated.

It may be interesting to confront our results for the fixed

coupling with the properties of the exact solution of the non-

linear Balitsky-Kovchegov equation (20). In this case geo-
metric scaling holds for Q2*Qs

2(x) and the nonlinear effects

can be neglected for Q2%Qs
2(x). The parameter & specifying

the critical line is, however, not an independent quantity and

depends upon the #fixed$ coupling !s . In the double loga-

rithmic approximation it is given by &!4!̄s . It follows from

Eq. #29$ that this is a limiting value of the parameter & for

the geometric scaling to hold asymptotically in the small x

limit and so for &!4!̄s we expect violation of this scaling

for Q2%Qs
2(x) down to very small values of x (20).
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We now pass to the more realistic case with running cou-

pling. In this case the evolution equation for the moment

function takes the form
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where
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this solution to get
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& ln#1/x $

ln#Q0
2/,2$ " b-gg(%)#1
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which is an equation for f 0(%). Solution of this equation is
complicated, i.e., the exact solution generates a complicated

#branch point$ singularity of f 0(%) at %!& . The only obser-
vation which we can make is that it should generate x#&

behavior softened by inverse powers of ln(1/x). In order to

obtain some insight into what is going on we have to make

some approximations. To be precise let us make the approxi-

mation by setting %!& in the argument of -gg(%), which
gives

1
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Making the same approximation in the inverse Mellin

transform #35$ we get the solution
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The condition that the pole of g̃0(z) at z!& is the leading

singularity, i.e. that it is located to the right of the branch-

point singularity of %(z) at z!2!!̄s& , gives the following
constraint upon the parameter &:

&'4!̄s . #29$

For &$4!̄s the leading singularity is the branch point of

%(z) at z!2!!̄s& and the geometric scaling becomes vio-

lated.

It may be interesting to confront our results for the fixed

coupling with the properties of the exact solution of the non-

linear Balitsky-Kovchegov equation (20). In this case geo-
metric scaling holds for Q2*Qs

2(x) and the nonlinear effects

can be neglected for Q2%Qs
2(x). The parameter & specifying

the critical line is, however, not an independent quantity and

depends upon the #fixed$ coupling !s . In the double loga-

rithmic approximation it is given by &!4!̄s . It follows from

Eq. #29$ that this is a limiting value of the parameter & for

the geometric scaling to hold asymptotically in the small x

limit and so for &!4!̄s we expect violation of this scaling

for Q2%Qs
2(x) down to very small values of x (20).

B. Running coupling case

We now pass to the more realistic case with running cou-

pling. In this case the evolution equation for the moment

function takes the form

+g%#Q2$

+ ln#Q2/,2$
!

!s#Q
2$
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-gg#%$g%#Q2$, #30$

where the running coupling in leading order is given by

!s#Q
2$

2"
!

b

ln#Q2/,2$
, #31$

with
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2

11#2/3Nf

, #32$

with Nf being the number of flavors. In this section we con-

sider only the gluonic channel and therefore we set Nf!0.
The solution of Eq. #30$ reads

g%#Q2$!g0#%$! ln#Q2/,2$

ln#Q0
2/,2$ " b-gg(%)

. #33$

From the above solution we obtain

!s#Q
2$

2"
g%#Q2$

!
!s#Q0

2$

2"
g0#%$! ln#Q2/,2$

ln#Q0
2/,2$ " b-gg(%)#1

, #34$

and so the result for the gluon distribution xg(x ,Q2) in x

space reads in this case

!s#Q
2$

2"
xg#x ,Q2$

!
1

2"i# d%x#% f 0#%$! ln#Q2/,2$

ln#Q0
2/,2$ " b-gg(%)#1

,

#35$

where

f 0#%$!
!s#Q0

2$

2"
g0#%$. #36$

We now impose the geometric scaling condition #9$ onto
this solution to get

1

2"i# d%x#% f 0#%$! 1"
& ln#1/x $

ln#Q0
2/,2$ " b-gg(%)#1

!r0x#&, #37$

which is an equation for f 0(%). Solution of this equation is
complicated, i.e., the exact solution generates a complicated

#branch point$ singularity of f 0(%) at %!& . The only obser-
vation which we can make is that it should generate x#&

behavior softened by inverse powers of ln(1/x). In order to

obtain some insight into what is going on we have to make

some approximations. To be precise let us make the approxi-

mation by setting %!& in the argument of -gg(%), which
gives

1

2"i# d%x#% f 0#%$

$! 1"
& ln#1/x $

ln#Q0
2/,2$ " #(b-gg(&)#1)

r0x#&. #38$

Making the same approximation in the inverse Mellin

transform #35$ we get the solution

!s#Q
2$

2"
xg#x ,Q2$$x#&r0! ln#Q2/,2$

ln#Q0
2/,2$ " b-gg(&)#1

&! 1"
& ln#1/x $

ln#Q0
2/,2$ " #(b-gg(&)#1)

.
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Multiplying and dividing Q2 by Q0
2x#& we finally obtain
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!s"Q
2#

2$
xg"x ,Q2#

!x"%r0! ln"Q2x%/Q0
2#

ln"Q0
2/&2##% ln"1/x #

#1 " b'gg(%)"1

.

"40#

The factor proportional to ln(1/x) in the denominator of the

expression on the right-hand side "RHS# of Eq. "40# gener-
ates violation of the geometric scaling. Thus in the case of

running of the coupling !s(Q
2) the scaling behavior gets

violated; it is possible, however, to factor out the effect of

this violation. We can also rewrite Eq. "40# by using the
definition of the saturation scale and the running coupling to

get

!s"Q
2#

2$

xg"x ,Q2#

Q2

!
r0

Q0
2

Qs
2"x #

Q2 #1#
!s"Qs

2"x ##

2$b
ln(Q2/Qs

2"x #)$ b'gg(%)"1

,

"41#

where we see that the violation is proportional to the value of

the running coupling evaluated at the saturation scale. Con-

sequently, when x$1, that is, when Qs(x)%1, the geometric
scaling is restored, provided of course that

!s(Qs
2(x))ln(Q2/Qs

2(x))$1 as well. This condition is equiva-
lent to ln(Q2/Qs

2(x))$ln(Qs
2(x)/&2). The same condition defin-

ing the region in which the geometric scaling holds above

the saturation scale has recently been found in Ref. (25).

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section we present numerical results for the evolu-

tion of ordinary DGLAP equations for the integrated gluon

distribution function with special boundary conditions set on

the critical line Qs
2(x) as described in Sec. I.

A. Fixed coupling case

We start with the simplest case, which is the fixed strong

coupling. We assume also in the first approximation the

double leading-log approximation "DLLA# limit, that is, we
only keep the most singular part of the Pgg splitting function

in our simulation, i.e.,

Pgg"z #!
2Nc

z
, Nc!3, "42#

which results in the following form for the anomalous di-

mension of Eq. "7#:

'gg"*#!
2Nc

*
. "43#

The initial condition for the evolution of the gluon density is

assumed to be of the form "9#. We take %!0.5 and !s

!0.1. In Fig. 2 we show the results of the calculation in this
case. We illustrate the scaling behavior of the gluon density

by plotting xg(x ,Q2)/Q2 versus the scaling variable +
!Q2/Qs

2(x) for different values of rapidity Y!ln 1/x . From
Eq. "24# we see that this function should scale with +
!Q2/Qs

2(x). The geometric scaling would correspond in this

plot "Fig. 2# to the perfect overlap of all curves for different
values of Y, so that they would form one single line. We see

that up to a good accuracy this function does not depend

dramatically on Y and thus on x. We do however observe that

there is some violation of the scaling at large x. This is due to

the fact that the geometric scaling expression defined by Eq.

"24# is only expected to hold asymptotically in the small x
limit. At finite x this leading behavior is perturbed by the

nonleading contribution given by the branch-point singular-

ity of *(z) at z!2!!̄s (see Eq. "26#).
To illustrate better the scaling and its violation we have

plotted xg(x ,Q2)/Q2 versus scaling variable +!Q2/Qs
2(x)

using a double-logarithmic scale (see Fig. 3"a#). One clearly
sees that with increasing rapidity Y the curves do not change

and reach an asymptotic straight line. We have also selected

the very low x range of Fig. 3"a#, which is Fig. 3"b#. One can
see that in this case the geometric scaling is nearly preserved

"we see nearly a single line for different rapidities#.
The behavior of xg(x ,Q2)/Q2 versus +!Q2/Qs

2(x) is

clearly governed by a power law, with a power which we

estimate to be approximately "0.77. From Eqs. "24# and
"28#, and using the values of % and !s quoted above, we get

that the power should be (!s/2$)'gg(*0)"1!"0.74,
which is in very good agreement with the numerical result.

Let us note that in the case of the DLLA Eq. "43# *0 is a

solution of the quadratic equation and is given by Eq. "28#.
As previously noticed, the real solution exists only for %

FIG. 2. Function xg(x ,Q2)/Q2 in the DLLA fixed coupling case

plotted versus scaling variable +!Q2/Qs
2(x) for different values of

rapidities Y!ln 1/x , from Ymin!6.0 to Ymax!46.0 "solid curves
from bottom to top# in steps ,Y!2. Dashed curve is the input
distribution -1/+ .
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where we see that the violation is proportional to the value of

the running coupling evaluated at the saturation scale. Con-

sequently, when x$1, that is, when Qs(x)%1, the geometric
scaling is restored, provided of course that
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2(x))ln(Q2/Qs

2(x))$1 as well. This condition is equiva-
lent to ln(Q2/Qs

2(x))$ln(Qs
2(x)/&2). The same condition defin-

ing the region in which the geometric scaling holds above

the saturation scale has recently been found in Ref. (25).

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section we present numerical results for the evolu-

tion of ordinary DGLAP equations for the integrated gluon

distribution function with special boundary conditions set on

the critical line Qs
2(x) as described in Sec. I.

A. Fixed coupling case

We start with the simplest case, which is the fixed strong

coupling. We assume also in the first approximation the

double leading-log approximation "DLLA# limit, that is, we
only keep the most singular part of the Pgg splitting function

in our simulation, i.e.,
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z
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which results in the following form for the anomalous di-
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The initial condition for the evolution of the gluon density is

assumed to be of the form "9#. We take %!0.5 and !s

!0.1. In Fig. 2 we show the results of the calculation in this
case. We illustrate the scaling behavior of the gluon density

by plotting xg(x ,Q2)/Q2 versus the scaling variable +
!Q2/Qs

2(x) for different values of rapidity Y!ln 1/x . From
Eq. "24# we see that this function should scale with +
!Q2/Qs

2(x). The geometric scaling would correspond in this

plot "Fig. 2# to the perfect overlap of all curves for different
values of Y, so that they would form one single line. We see

that up to a good accuracy this function does not depend

dramatically on Y and thus on x. We do however observe that

there is some violation of the scaling at large x. This is due to

the fact that the geometric scaling expression defined by Eq.

"24# is only expected to hold asymptotically in the small x
limit. At finite x this leading behavior is perturbed by the

nonleading contribution given by the branch-point singular-

ity of *(z) at z!2!!̄s (see Eq. "26#).
To illustrate better the scaling and its violation we have

plotted xg(x ,Q2)/Q2 versus scaling variable +!Q2/Qs
2(x)

using a double-logarithmic scale (see Fig. 3"a#). One clearly
sees that with increasing rapidity Y the curves do not change

and reach an asymptotic straight line. We have also selected

the very low x range of Fig. 3"a#, which is Fig. 3"b#. One can
see that in this case the geometric scaling is nearly preserved

"we see nearly a single line for different rapidities#.
The behavior of xg(x ,Q2)/Q2 versus +!Q2/Qs

2(x) is

clearly governed by a power law, with a power which we

estimate to be approximately "0.77. From Eqs. "24# and
"28#, and using the values of % and !s quoted above, we get

that the power should be (!s/2$)'gg(*0)"1!"0.74,
which is in very good agreement with the numerical result.

Let us note that in the case of the DLLA Eq. "43# *0 is a

solution of the quadratic equation and is given by Eq. "28#.
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FIG. 2. Function xg(x ,Q2)/Q2 in the DLLA fixed coupling case

plotted versus scaling variable +!Q2/Qs
2(x) for different values of
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Running coupling case
where
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The condition that the pole of g̃0(z) at z!& is the leading

singularity, i.e. that it is located to the right of the branch-

point singularity of %(z) at z!2!!̄s& , gives the following
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lated.
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linear Balitsky-Kovchegov equation (20). In this case geo-
metric scaling holds for Q2*Qs

2(x) and the nonlinear effects

can be neglected for Q2%Qs
2(x). The parameter & specifying

the critical line is, however, not an independent quantity and

depends upon the #fixed$ coupling !s . In the double loga-

rithmic approximation it is given by &!4!̄s . It follows from

Eq. #29$ that this is a limiting value of the parameter & for

the geometric scaling to hold asymptotically in the small x

limit and so for &!4!̄s we expect violation of this scaling

for Q2%Qs
2(x) down to very small values of x (20).

B. Running coupling case

We now pass to the more realistic case with running cou-

pling. In this case the evolution equation for the moment

function takes the form

+g%#Q2$

+ ln#Q2/,2$
!

!s#Q
2$

2"
-gg#%$g%#Q2$, #30$

where the running coupling in leading order is given by

!s#Q
2$

2"
!

b

ln#Q2/,2$
, #31$

with

b!
2

11#2/3Nf

, #32$

with Nf being the number of flavors. In this section we con-

sider only the gluonic channel and therefore we set Nf!0.
The solution of Eq. #30$ reads

g%#Q2$!g0#%$! ln#Q2/,2$

ln#Q0
2/,2$ " b-gg(%)

. #33$

From the above solution we obtain

!s#Q
2$

2"
g%#Q2$

!
!s#Q0

2$

2"
g0#%$! ln#Q2/,2$

ln#Q0
2/,2$ " b-gg(%)#1

, #34$

and so the result for the gluon distribution xg(x ,Q2) in x

space reads in this case

!s#Q
2$

2"
xg#x ,Q2$

!
1

2"i# d%x#% f 0#%$! ln#Q2/,2$

ln#Q0
2/,2$ " b-gg(%)#1

,

#35$

where

f 0#%$!
!s#Q0

2$

2"
g0#%$. #36$

We now impose the geometric scaling condition #9$ onto
this solution to get

1

2"i# d%x#% f 0#%$! 1"
& ln#1/x $

ln#Q0
2/,2$ " b-gg(%)#1

!r0x#&, #37$

which is an equation for f 0(%). Solution of this equation is
complicated, i.e., the exact solution generates a complicated

#branch point$ singularity of f 0(%) at %!& . The only obser-
vation which we can make is that it should generate x#&

behavior softened by inverse powers of ln(1/x). In order to

obtain some insight into what is going on we have to make

some approximations. To be precise let us make the approxi-

mation by setting %!& in the argument of -gg(%), which
gives

1

2"i# d%x#% f 0#%$

$! 1"
& ln#1/x $

ln#Q0
2/,2$ " #(b-gg(&)#1)

r0x#&. #38$

Making the same approximation in the inverse Mellin

transform #35$ we get the solution

!s#Q
2$

2"
xg#x ,Q2$$x#&r0! ln#Q2/,2$

ln#Q0
2/,2$ " b-gg(&)#1

&! 1"
& ln#1/x $

ln#Q0
2/,2$ " #(b-gg(&)#1)

.

#39$

Multiplying and dividing Q2 by Q0
2x#& we finally obtain
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!s"Q
2#

2$
xg"x ,Q2#

!x"%r0! ln"Q2x%/Q0
2#

ln"Q0
2/&2##% ln"1/x #

#1 " b'gg(%)"1

.

"40#

The factor proportional to ln(1/x) in the denominator of the

expression on the right-hand side "RHS# of Eq. "40# gener-
ates violation of the geometric scaling. Thus in the case of

running of the coupling !s(Q
2) the scaling behavior gets

violated; it is possible, however, to factor out the effect of

this violation. We can also rewrite Eq. "40# by using the
definition of the saturation scale and the running coupling to

get

!s"Q
2#

2$

xg"x ,Q2#

Q2

!
r0

Q0
2

Qs
2"x #

Q2 #1#
!s"Qs

2"x ##

2$b
ln(Q2/Qs

2"x #)$ b'gg(%)"1

,

"41#

where we see that the violation is proportional to the value of

the running coupling evaluated at the saturation scale. Con-

sequently, when x$1, that is, when Qs(x)%1, the geometric
scaling is restored, provided of course that

!s(Qs
2(x))ln(Q2/Qs

2(x))$1 as well. This condition is equiva-
lent to ln(Q2/Qs

2(x))$ln(Qs
2(x)/&2). The same condition defin-

ing the region in which the geometric scaling holds above

the saturation scale has recently been found in Ref. (25).

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section we present numerical results for the evolu-

tion of ordinary DGLAP equations for the integrated gluon

distribution function with special boundary conditions set on

the critical line Qs
2(x) as described in Sec. I.

A. Fixed coupling case

We start with the simplest case, which is the fixed strong

coupling. We assume also in the first approximation the

double leading-log approximation "DLLA# limit, that is, we
only keep the most singular part of the Pgg splitting function

in our simulation, i.e.,

Pgg"z #!
2Nc

z
, Nc!3, "42#

which results in the following form for the anomalous di-

mension of Eq. "7#:

'gg"*#!
2Nc

*
. "43#

The initial condition for the evolution of the gluon density is

assumed to be of the form "9#. We take %!0.5 and !s

!0.1. In Fig. 2 we show the results of the calculation in this
case. We illustrate the scaling behavior of the gluon density

by plotting xg(x ,Q2)/Q2 versus the scaling variable +
!Q2/Qs

2(x) for different values of rapidity Y!ln 1/x . From
Eq. "24# we see that this function should scale with +
!Q2/Qs

2(x). The geometric scaling would correspond in this

plot "Fig. 2# to the perfect overlap of all curves for different
values of Y, so that they would form one single line. We see

that up to a good accuracy this function does not depend

dramatically on Y and thus on x. We do however observe that

there is some violation of the scaling at large x. This is due to

the fact that the geometric scaling expression defined by Eq.

"24# is only expected to hold asymptotically in the small x
limit. At finite x this leading behavior is perturbed by the

nonleading contribution given by the branch-point singular-

ity of *(z) at z!2!!̄s (see Eq. "26#).
To illustrate better the scaling and its violation we have

plotted xg(x ,Q2)/Q2 versus scaling variable +!Q2/Qs
2(x)

using a double-logarithmic scale (see Fig. 3"a#). One clearly
sees that with increasing rapidity Y the curves do not change

and reach an asymptotic straight line. We have also selected

the very low x range of Fig. 3"a#, which is Fig. 3"b#. One can
see that in this case the geometric scaling is nearly preserved

"we see nearly a single line for different rapidities#.
The behavior of xg(x ,Q2)/Q2 versus +!Q2/Qs

2(x) is

clearly governed by a power law, with a power which we

estimate to be approximately "0.77. From Eqs. "24# and
"28#, and using the values of % and !s quoted above, we get

that the power should be (!s/2$)'gg(*0)"1!"0.74,
which is in very good agreement with the numerical result.

Let us note that in the case of the DLLA Eq. "43# *0 is a

solution of the quadratic equation and is given by Eq. "28#.
As previously noticed, the real solution exists only for %

FIG. 2. Function xg(x ,Q2)/Q2 in the DLLA fixed coupling case

plotted versus scaling variable +!Q2/Qs
2(x) for different values of

rapidities Y!ln 1/x , from Ymin!6.0 to Ymax!46.0 "solid curves
from bottom to top# in steps ,Y!2. Dashed curve is the input
distribution -1/+ .
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Solution

Mellin representation

Violation of the geometric scaling for the case of DGLAP 
with running coupling

!s(Q2
s(x)) ln(Q2/Q2

s(x))Parameter which controls 
violation of scaling

˜
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• Geometric scaling is expected to hold exactly when Q2 ! Q2
s(x).

• For Q2 > Q2
s(x) the non-linear e!ects in the evolution of the gluon

density should be small.

• We solved the DGLAP evolution equation for the gluon density
with the initial condition provided along the critical line Q2 "

Q2
s(x).

• For the fixed coupling the geometric scaling is preserved, provided
the exponent ! > !crit. For ! < !crit there is no scaling, since the
solution is controlled by the other branch point.

• In the running coupling case the scaling is only approximately
preserved. The violation can be factored out.

• In general, geometric scaling is expected to hold even in this case
provided lnQ2/Q2

s(x) # lnQ2
s(x)/"2.
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